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Inference Phrases: The poet/technique/quotation… 

Shows Suggests Draws attention to 

Demonstrates 

Portrays 

Illustrates 

Depicts 

Expresses 

Explains 

Implies 

Connotes 

Signifies 

Symbolises 

Represents 

Hints 

Accentuates 
Clarifies 
Reveals 

Emphasises 
Underlines 
Highlights 

 

AO1 

 

AO2 

 

AO1 

 

AO2 

 

AO3 

You will be given a named poem  
Compare the ways poets present ideas about 

[theme] in [named poem] and in one  
other poem from ‘Power and Conflict’. 

(30 marks, 45 mins) 

You will be given an unseen poem 
In [unseen poem], how does the poet 

present __________? 
(24 marks, 30 mins)  

You will be given another unseen poem 
In both [new unseen poem] and [unseen poem 

you’ve just written on] ________. What are 
the similarities and/or differences between the 

ways the poets’ present ______? 
(8 marks, 15 mins)  

Similarities  

In the same way 

Like  

As with 

Equally Similarly 

Both  

Differences 

Whereas  

Unlike  

Alternatively However  

Conversely 

On the other hand  

Language Techniques                                                                            

Adverbs | Verbs | Adjectives | Superlatives | Pronouns | Prepositions 

Nouns | Definite/Indefinite Articles | Imagery | Connotation  

Symbolism | Simile | Metaphor | Idiom | Personification | Imperative 

Pathetic Fallacy | Dramatic Irony | Rhetorical Questions | Fact/Opinion  

Formal/Colloquial Language | Hyperbole | Emotive Language | Sensory 

Language | Alliteration | Sibilance | Onomatopoeia | Anecdote 

Structural Techniques                                                  

Repetition | Cyclical structure | Parallel structure 

Sentence length | Paragraphing | Punctuation | 

Contrast | Juxtaposition| Oxymoron | Foreshadowing 

| Lists | Tone Soliloquy | Monologue | Blank Verse 

Stage Directions | Prologue | Epilogue Flashback | 

Focus | Tension | Suspense | Narrator | Tenses  

Poetic Techniques                                                  

Regular rhyme scheme | Irregular rhyme 

scheme | Free Verse | Form | Sonnet 

Ballad | Lyric | Speaker | Stanza 

Enjambment | Caesura | Rhythm    

Layout | Metre | Iambic | Anaphora          

Volta | Motif | in medias res   

Read question 

Annotate the poem 

Select quotations  

Plan! 

Jot down essay ideas 

 [The theme]… 

questions 

[The character]… 

a. …is presented as... 

b. …begins to change when… 

c. …is portrayed by [writer] to reveal that... 

d. …’s personality is emphasised through… 

e. …’s reaction to [event] signify their… 

f. …actions indicate that… 

g. …’s motivations are illustrated when... 

h. …develops throughout the text, for example… 

i. …thoughts imply that... 

a. …is representative of… 

b. …is conveyed by… 

c. …manifests in [writer’s] portrayal of 

d. …is emphasised through… 

e. …consequentially causes…. 

f. …is accentuated by… 

g. …is reified/actualised by…  

h. ..is problematized/complicated by… 

i. …is symbolised through ___ by [writer]  

Comparison 

Discourse 

Markers 

But what do I about?! 
riter’s intentions and methods. What are they trying to show? What meaning can be 

inferred from the particular words/phrases they have used? 
eader’s response. What is your informed personal response? What alternative 

responses/interpretations could there be?  
nfluence. Consider contextual influences. What historical/socio-political/literary 

influences are there? How have they influenced the writer?  
echniques. Identify subject terminology in terms of language, structure and form. 

Which of these techniques has the writer used? Why? [Be sure to explain the ffect!] 

ffects of words/phrases. What words/phrases stand out? Why? 

GCSE Literature Paper 2 
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Inference Phrases: The poet/technique/quotation… 

Shows Suggests Draws attention to 

Demonstrates 

Portrays 

Illustrates 

Depicts 

Expresses 

Explains 

Implies 

Connotes 

Signifies 

Symbolises 

Represents 

Hints 

Accentuates 
Clarifies 
Reveals 

Emphasises 
Underlines 
Highlights 

Paper 2 
GCSE Literature Paper 1  

AO1 

 

AO2 

 

AO3 

 

AO1 

 

AO2 

 

AO3 

Sequencing  

Therefore 

Thirdly  

Subsequently 

Secondly 

Firstly 

Finally 

Alternative 

Interpretations 

Yet 

Although 

But Alternatively  

However 

By contrast 

Language Techniques                                                                             

Adverbs | Verbs | Adjectives | Superlatives | Pronouns Prepositions | Nouns | Definite/Indefinite Articles  

Imagery | Connotation | Symbolism | Simile | Metaphor | Idiom Personification | Imperative | Pathetic 

Fallacy | Dramatic Irony | Rhetorical Questions | Fact/Opinion | Formal/Colloquial Language | Hyperbole  

Emotive Language | Sensory Language | Alliteration | Sibilance | Onomatopoeia | Anecdote 

Structural Techniques                                                  

Repetition | Cyclical structure | Parallel structure | Sentence 

length | Paragraphing | Punctuation | Contrast | Juxtaposition 

Oxymoron | Foreshadowing | Lists | Tone | Soliloquy |Monologue 

Blank Verse | Stage Directions | Prologue | Epilogue | Flashback  

Focus | Tension | Suspense | Narrator | Tenses  

 [The theme]… 

questions 

[The character]… 

j. …is presented as... 

k. …begins to change when… 

l. …is portrayed by [writer] to reveal that... 

m. …’s personality is emphasised through… 

n. …’s reaction to [event] signify their… 

o. …actions indicate that… 

p. …’s motivations are illustrated when... 

q. …develops throughout the text, for example… 

r. …’s thoughts imply that... 

j. …is representative of… 

k. …is conveyed by… 

l. …manifests in [writer’s] portrayal of 

m. …is emphasised through… 

n. …consequentially causes…. 

o. …is accentuated by… 

p. …is reified/actualised by…  

q. ..is problematized/complicated by… 

r. …is symbolised through ___ by [writer]  

Discourse Markers 

But what do I about?! 
riter’s intentions and methods. What are they trying to show? What meaning can be 

inferred from the particular words/phrases they have used? 
eader’s response. What is your informed personal response? What alternative 

responses/interpretations could there be?  
nfluence. Consider contextual influences. What historical/socio-political/literary 

influences are there? How have they influenced the writer?  
echniques. Identify subject terminology in terms of language, structure and form. 

Which of these techniques has the writer used? Why? [Be sure to explain the ffect!] 

ffects of words/phrases. What words/phrases stand out? Why? 

Explaining  

Moreover Additionally  

Furthermore 

For example 

For instance 
Thus 

 

AO1 

 

AO2 

 

AO3 

You will be given an extract from ‘Great 
Expectations’ 
 Starting with this extract, how does Dickens 
present __________ as _____________? 
Write about: 
• how Dickens presents ____ in this extract 
• how Dickens presents _____ n the novel as 
a whole (30 marks, 50 mins) 
30 marks, 50 mins [10+40] 

 

AO4 

You will be given an extract from ‘Romeo & 
Juliet.’ 
Starting with this extract how does Shakespeare 
present _________ as _________? 
Write about: 
• how Shakespeare presents ____ in this extract 
• how Shakespeare presents ____ in the play as a 
whole.(30 marks + 4 AO4 marks, 55 mins) 
30 marks (+4 AO4 marks), 50 mins [10+40], + 5 
mins to check AO4 
 

 

AO4 

You will NOT be given an extract of , but 

you will have a choice between two 
questions. Only answer ONE. 
How does Kelly use the characters of 
________to explore ideas about _______? 
OR 
How does Kelly present [the theme of] ___? 
(30 marks + 4 AO4 marks, 55 mins) 
30 marks (+4 AO4 marks), 45 mins [10+ 35] – 
check AO4 as you go. 

Read question 

Annotate the extract 

Select quotations  

Plan! 

Jot down essay ideas 


